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McLeod Software Teams with TCA and inGauge to Help Customers
Participate in Benchmarking Program

McLeod Software has teamed with the Truckload Carriers Association (TCA) and inGauge™
to make participation in the TCA’s Benchmarking program easy for current McLeod Software
customers.

Birmingham, AL (PRWEB) September 07, 2016 -- Working with TCA inGauge, TCA’s online benchmarking
service, McLeod Software has created automated reporting functions that let our customers generate, with the
click of a mouse, the monthly data exports from their LoadMaster® Enterprise system, which are necessary for
the Benchmarking program. This includes an automated data export for all 334 items submitted monthly by the
Best Practice Group members and the 72 items submitted by the online subscribers in this program.

This new product makes the accurate export of the required data as simple and as fast as it can possibly be; it
has been tested with the InGauge system used to collect the benchmarking data. This saves labor hours and
ensures consistency in creating the data imported by inGauge.

“We recognize the great value that our customers are getting by participating in the TCA benchmarking
initiative. We want to make it easy for our customers to participate, so we have invested in helping to remove
most of the labor required to collect and organize the necessary inputs for the Benchmarking program. I hope
that having access to this automated process will encourage even more of our customers to participate in the
TCA benchmarking initiatives,” says Tom McLeod, Founder and CEO of McLeod Software.

“McLeod Software understands the value of benchmarking for its customers. The launch of the this new
reporting tool demonstrates their commitment to helping their customers become more efficient and profitable,”
states Chris Henry, inGauge Program Manager. “We value McLeod’s generous support and efforts to make
benchmarking a standard industry practice in trucking.”

InGauge will exhibit at the upcoming McLeod Software User Conference, held September 18-20 in San
Antonio, TX at the JW Marriott San Antonio Hill Country Resort and Spa. InGauge will be available to answer
any questions about the benchmarking initiative for McLeod customers.
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Contact Information
Kristan Hill
McLeod Software
http://www.mcleodsoftware.com
+1 (205) 406-1044

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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